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A ROCKCLIMBING GUIDE TO A NEW CLIMBING AREA IN THE SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS           
 

                                  

 
Its not all sport climbing. Jason Lammers on the FA of Laced With Crack 18***, Supa Fun Happy Area. 
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The Low Down 
Wingello has a good variety of climbing combined with fairly easy access and camping which 
make for a fantastic weekend away.  If a day trip is more to your liking, Wingello is only an 
hour down the freeway from Liverpool in South Western Sydney.  So it is well within the 2 hour 
day trip limit. The crag is located in a great location over looking beautiful bushland about 20 
minutes out of Wingello. 

The best coffee in Wingello is served at the Wingello Village store (the only shop in town), 
which is located just over the railway tracks in the down town metropolis.  They also sell pies, 
bread and basic lunch supplies. They open early on weekdays, but 8am on Saturdays – closed 
on Sundays. 

Fires recently burnt out the area around the cliffs and the crag looked to have been scorched 
but it has not been confirmed yet what (if any) damage has occurred.  

The walls of Supa Fun Happy and La Paz have some fantastic climbing with amazing almost 
Grampians like sandstone. Supa Fun happy is a good wall to start at with a good mix of grades. 

You drive past the official grassy camp ground at the 4.2Km mark in the outline below. It a big 
grassy area with pit toilets. It is also frequently used by mountain bikers, scouts, dog sledders 
and others.  

There are a huge amount of mountain bike trails in the state forest which are well marked. The 
bikers have a good relationship with the parks s o there is no reason why climbers can’t as 
well. Pack ALL of your rubbish out and follow the no camping signs at the car park.  

Note most of the star ratings and grades are probably wrong. 

 

Climate 
 
Great in winter - the shoulder seasons are also be fine on cool days, but its pretty hot in 
summer (and there are a lot of snakes!). These crags face North or West (depending on the 
wall) so can get hot on a sunny day. Supa Fun Happy area stays in the shade till lunch. Being 
located in the Southern Highlands, it is a bit cooler than Nowra. 
 
If you do go down in the warmer months be prepared to see a Snake or 2 or 3. there are a lot 
down there including red bellies and brown snakes.  

 
Access 
 
From Sydney:  
 
Wingello is about 1 hour from the M7/M5 intersection and the crag itself is about 20 minutes 
out of Wingello (depending on your car). Wingello is best reached (from Sydney) by busting 
straight down the Hume Hwy to the turn off just after the paddy’s river bridge. You can also go 
through Bundanoon but its probably a bit slower.  
From Macca’s on the Freeway its 11.5km to the Wingello turn off, and another 8km from there 
to the Wingello Railway Crossing.  Reset your Speedo on the railway line or at the shop 
 
From Canberra: 
 
Reset Speedo at NSW Border on Federal Highway. The BP at Marulan is 110km or 1hrs drive, 
Wingello Turn off is 124.7 km or 1hr and 10 mins The Railway crossing at Wingello is 131.6km 
or 1 hr 15mins. 
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Detailed Directions from Wingello 
 
DRIVE IN SLOWLY THE STATE FOREST IS REGULARLY USED BY BIKE RIDERS< HORSE 
RIDES AND WALKERS. 
 
1. (0.0km) - Cross the railway track and turn right.  Stop at General Store for supplies for 
lunch.  Grab a coffee and a pie. 
2. (0.1km)- Take 1st LEFT into Forest Road.  
3. (2.8km)- Continue along into Wingello State forest past state forest sign  
4. (4.2km)- Turn RIGHT into Running Creek Road at campground ie. The grassy area between 
the tall trees 
5. (4.4km)- Turn LEFT about 100m later into Gulp Road  
6. (4.8km)- Veer leftish onto smaller looking road (its still Gulp Road) at first intersection  
7. (5.5km)- Veer right at next ‘V’ intersection 
8. (8.6km)- Turn LEFT at big tree in clearing the track gets a little rough from here but is ok 
for 2wd with a little care.  
9. (10.0km) – At rock Cairn on left side of road. Park here to access La Sancta Wall. Keep 
driving if you want to get to the other areas more easily.  
10. (11.1km)- Reach fireman’s memorial and park here. Grab your gear and take the LEFT 
fire trail down steep hill.   
11. Walk straight down hill to large rock platform to get to western area access or take an 
obvious right fork and walk towards the eastern access gully. 

 
 
 

 

 
Important Information 
Most of the routes at this crag have only had a few ascents so take care when climbing here as 
there could be some loose rock in places. Whilst the rock on some walls is amazingly solid (la paz in 
particular) there are areas of choss. The information in this guide is provided to point you in the 
right direction of the climbs and may not be accurate. Don’t blindly trust the bolts, make your own 
assessment of the route, bolts, and rock before you attempt any route. 
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Reading This Guide 
The following symbols have been used to provide visual route information. 
 

qq Route number / Route on Topo 

qq Project number / Project on Topo 

☺☺☺ 
☺☺ 
☺ 

Indicative Quality of Route  

B Bolted route 
" Trad Gear Required 
Ü Route has standard Lower Off 
Û Route Tops Out 

  
Rough Overview 
 
 

'

Supa Fun 
Happy 

Nubigena 
Wall 

Rave 
Cave 

San 
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Noli Ne  
Tangere Wall 
 
                   Effugio           
                     Wall 

e        
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Eastern  Area 
Access these crags by taking the right fork in the road. Once the overgrown road stops walk 
down track heading straight ahead from access track to top of cliff. Follow this till you see a 
descent gully running parallel to the cliff. It looks as though this was an old logging track. 
Follow this down easily to bottom of cliff and head left or right from there.  
 
Orange Tower 
To access the orange tower walk straight ahead from access gully and follow cliff around. This 
wall faces you when you come around the corner and has the obvious crack / flake line running 
up the wall. To get to the climbs on this wall, walk under the tower over a little creek valley 
then up the side to a traverse ledge. 
 
This climb is located 100 m past big orange tower 

qBeatrice the Kelpie 40m 18 " 
This route was the scene of a mega epic over 4 weekends. Wasps, Bailing and leaving gear, 
ropes stuck in trees, climbers retiring, and finally the First Ascent. 
Start in dark alcove/corner. Take full rack of cams. Up to foot-ledge with sapling at 3m, then 
sustained layback up flake corner. Crack widens towards top. Continue up to ledge with tree. 
Rap off this 
Adam Herdman 08.07 

wMiriam 25m 17 B"Ü 
Starts  2m left of Jimmy Joe on Orange Leaning Tower. Up juggy scoops past 7 rings. 
Step right  to reach Crack of Jimmy Joe after last ring. Cruise up crack to anchors. Take a 
couple of small  1 and 1.5 Friends and some 2.5 to 4 Friends. 
Gavin Murray 17.05.08 

eJimmy Joe 25m 22 B"Ü 
Start on buttress 200m east of walk down gully. Contrived face climbing but nice. Follow the 
bolts up the middle face. Sneak into the caves if you need a rest. Grade 22 Easy crack to 
finish with a small assortment of cams no 2 to no 4 WC. Lower off at top 
Gavin Murray 19.05.07 

rWingello Waltz 25m 19 BÜ 
Start right of JJ. up slab on main wall left of orange buttress Follow 11 bolts up the 
headwall to lower off rings 
Gavin Murray 16.09.07 

 
 
Effugio Wall [Escape Wall] 
100m left of Noli Ne Tangere wall, past big cave. Head past blocks to scramble up gully. A nice 
20m high alcove. Routes Described Left to Right from Access Gully. 
            

   
qProject BÜ 
2 bolts above the access gully.    
Renato Bombala  

wTop Shelf 20m 19 BÜ 
Start where access gully hits ledge. Climb long wall past cave to anchors.  
Renato Bombala 1.10.07 
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eCombat Drill 20m 21 BÜ 
Start 4m right of RR. Up first bolt on next project then veer left and up nice long black face.  
Vanessa Wills 03.05.08 

rProject BÜ 
Start 4m right of RR. climb right tending line to anchors 
Renato Bombala 

tWell Done on the Rumour Mill 18m 16 BÜ 
Start just right of the corner. Up slab to orange scoops and up to anchor below ledge.  
Jason Lammers 03.05.08 

yLightly Seared on the Reality Grill 15m 18 BÜ 
Start 5m right of corner crack. Up nice thin slab and thoughtful moves all the way to anchor 
at stance  
Rod Wills 13.04.08 

uProject BÜ 
Start 4m right or RP. Head up long slab. 
Dave Filan 

iScooby Doo 15m 19 BÜ☺ 
This climb is not located up on the terrace but down in the cave to the right. Climb up the 
obvious steep ladder like scoops to anchors near flake. A bit sandy at the moment. 
Kevin Van Tilburg 04.05.08 

 
Descent Gully Area 
 

 
Noli Ne Tangere Wall 
From the eastern descent gully this is the first wall you see. 
Routes are described left to right facing the cliff. 
qHoney Pot 18m 18  BÜ 
6m left of NWO around small boulder. Straight up thin face onto slab and up.  
Renato Bombala July 07 

wThe God Delusion 18m 15 BÜ 
Straight up through weakness to ramp and up slab. 6 Rb's to lower offs 3m lt of S&S. 
Rod Wills 07.07 

eSlip and Slide 18m 15 BÜ 
2m left of NWO. Up Long slab.  
Kevin Van Tilburg 15.07.07 

rNew World Order 18m 14 B Ü 
Unlikely as it seems this is the first climb to be put up at the crag!  
Start under roof on right of the wall. Climb up to cave then out left side. Tend right and up to 
stance and continue up long slab to anchors.  
Rod Wills 18.02.07 

tProject  10m  BÜ 
Climb the short slopey arête.  
Vanessa Wills 

  yui  s 
t  qwert 
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ySmiley Face 15m 21  BÜ 
2m left of corner on black slab. Climb up wall to smiley face then veer right under roof to 
finish as for caffeine. The finish is a little contrived at present. Direct finish is still a project  
Jason Lammers 03.05.08 

uCaffeine 12m 22  BÜ☺ 
Start: at white streak. Head up right side of white streak to roof then step up over small roof 
continue to 1st set of lower offs. Head wall above is still a project 
Jason Lammers 26.05.07 

iButtocks 25m 22 BÜ☺☺☺ 
Start just right of white streak in corner. Up slab to gain final flake /corner at top. Really 
interesting and continuous climbing. Don’t let your guard down on this one. Direct start is still 
a project.  
Gavin Murray 02.06.07 

oCrux In The Sun 25m 23 BÜ☺ 
Start up slab to large scoop. Head out right then back left and up pocketed headwall to anchors.  
Mike Law-Smith  

aManbearpig 15m 21 BÜ 
Start right of CITS. Head up slab and through cave to anchors on wall. Thin Extension above 
is still a project.   
Jamie Valdivia 16.07.08 

sAir Head 18m 24 BÜ 
5m right of buttock. Bring your head with you for this one. Climb the slab on well spaced 
bolts past some thought provoking moves. 
Will Watkins 10.09.07 
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La Paz 
 
A great looking wall of White and Golden Orange Stone.  Go down the 
eastern descent gully and turn left and you will hit this wall straight 
away. Routes are described left to right facing the wall.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

qSpondonicals 8m 20 BÜ 
The leftmost climb on this wall of gold. Bouldery start through bulge(the block behind is off) to 
gain wall, do a couple more moves, clip, then its all over. Yay ! 
Jason Lammers 03.05.08 

wStudley 10m 20 BÜ 

Start 2m right of S. Up steeply through bulge then up short face to anchors   
Simon Vaughan 29.03.08 

eProject 10m BÜ 

Start 2m right of studley. Up steeply then veer right up nice face to anchors.  
Simon Vaughan 

rVitamin C 10m 23 BÜ 
Start just left of MP. Up to bulge then through this to deep 
pocket. Head left and up the featured wall to anchors. 
Originally graded 21 but that involved dynoing past the crux.  
Stephen Hawkshaw 02.06.07 

tMarching Powder 13m 24 BÜ☺☺ 
First route to be climbed on this amazing wall 
Starts under the ‘column’ of rock below bulge. Up column to 
break then through bulge past thin moves and some powerful 
moves to jugs. Tend right on slopes and pockets to anchors.  
Stephen Hawkshaw 24.02.07 

yProject 12m BÜ 
2m right of MP Bouldery start. 

 

Simon Vaughan 
 r                t 
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Kent Paterson on Monks Lunch 25, La Paz 
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uWhite Robe 15m 25 BÜ☺☺☺ 
5m right of MP. Climb bouldery orange wall to break. Move through bulge to twin holes then up 
the headwall to anchors.  
Simon Vaughan 26.04.08 

iMonks Lunch 18m 25 BÜ☺☺☺ 
6m right of MP under orange streak and scoops. Climb powerful short wall to reach break. Head 
up through bulge to featured headwall tend left to final scoops.  
Simon Vaughan 06.07.07 

oProject 15m  BÜ 
3m right of ML. hard start to reach black wall  
Will Watkins 

aImaginary Friends 18m 26 BÜ☺☺ 
Starts under thin orange streak. Stick clip first bolt then boulder up to break. Head left through 
bulge to gain pockets. Traverse right then crank up orange streak to final bulge and anchors.  
Stephen Hawkshaw 14.05.08 

sProject 18m  BÜ 
Start under scoops and white streak 
Vanessa Wills 

dCocaine - Wills Project 20m  BÜ☺☺☺ 
Start as for previous project. Head up to break then head 
right. Climb the sustained white face to underneath 
overlap. Break right through this and up powerfully to gain 
jug. Head back left and up to anchor.   
Will Watkins  

fProject 25m  BÜ 
One of the most prominent lines on the wall. Head up left 
side of white streak to gain flake. Move through this and 
follow water streak up headwall 
Justin Clark 

gProject 18m BÜ 
Start under overlaps just left of the trickling water fall. Up 
series of flakes to steeper wall and up 
Vanessa Wills 

hProject 15m  BÜ 
Start just right of large tree. Climb wall. 
Vanessa Wills 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                            
                           f 
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San Pedro Wall 
A great wall with the main section having a variety of great moderate routes. The obvious 
traverse under the roof has been done.  
To get to the next wall walk down through the cave and up the other side. Follow cliff to a 
ramp up to orange slab. Routes are described left to right. To access Chacaltaya climb up small 
gully to get to terrace.  
 

 
 
qChacaltaya 18m 17 BÜ 
Start on Terrace left of main wall. Head up corner/arête to gain red head wall. Head right 
past ledges to anchors. Take care clipping 2nd bolt or put the draw on with a stick! 
Stephen Hawkshaw 10.09.07 

wTwin Yellow Project 18m  BÜ 
Starts on small ledge accessed easily off terrace on left or crawl along ‘bard traverse’ from 
the right. Climb yellow streak to gain flake. Tend rightward to second yellow streak and head 
wall to anchors.  
Stephen Hawkshaw 

eProject 20m BÜ 
Start about 5 metres right of the yellow streak under pocket. Boulder through steep start to 
gain wall.  
Will Watkins 

rEl Alto 12m 18 BÜ 
Start under corner. Head up the orange slab to gain corner. Move left to arête to clip anchors 
just under rooflet. Extension is still a project.  
Jason Lammers 08.09.07 

tProject 16m  BÜ 
As for EA. From anchors on EA head straight out roof to gain head wall. Climb past 2 more 
bolts to anchors.  
Jason Lammers  
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ySan Pedro 14m 19 BÜ☺ 
As for EA. Up to corner then continue up corner to rooflet. Traverse right under roof to 
anchors as for LP.  
Jason Lammers 08.09.07 

uLos Pinos 13m 23 BÜ☺☺ 
Start just right of EA. Head straight up thin technical slab tending right to flake at top.  
Jason Lammers 08.09.07 

iSaturation Point 15m 24 BÜ 
Start as for LP for 2 bolts. Traverse right to pocket and then climb wall to anchors under 
finger crack in roof.    
Stephen Hawkshaw 22.09.07 

oPinger 15m 20 BÜ☺ 
Start 4m right off LP on black rock. Head up NHJT for three bolts then clip bolt and step left 
and into line of SP to anchors.    
Jason Lammers 22.09.07 

aNot Hung Over, Just Tired 15m 20 BÜ☺☺ 
Start on right side of slab. Tend right.   
Scott Hare 22.09.07 

sSaturday Night Fever 15m 18 BÜ 
Start on right side of slab in black rock. Head straight up onto orange slab and veer left to 
NHJT anchors.   
Jason Lammers 06.04.08 

dProject 25m  BÜ 
Up thin slab to anchors 
Gavin Murray 

 
Western Area 
 
If you are heading to any of the following walls first it may be quicker to use the alternative 
access gully but you can just walk along past San Pedro wall and you will hit the Rave Cave. 
 
Access from car park: From the end of the big rock platform at base of fire trail head off to the 
right and straight down hill following pink tape in the trees. Zig zag a bit left then right and 
down a series of rock steps. After the third (biggest) rock step head left down into the narrow 
descent gully. This requires some down climbing to get down but is not too bad as it has steel 
rungs now. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rock Platform 

   Supa Fun Happy Scramble down 
access gully with 
rungs 

Rave   Nubigena 
 Cave            Wall 

        Candy  
       Wall  
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Rave Cave 
The Rave Cave is a large massive unmissable White Cave. This is the Rave Cave. Routes 
described left to right looking at the cliff. The climbing here is mostly quite steep. The routes 
on the left and centre of the Cave stay dry in the rain. 

 
qGello Wrestling 25m 18 BÜ 
Start in corner 15m left of the actual Rave Cave. Climb corner crack to rest. Continue 
tentatively up wall passed a number of spaced bolts and a badger or two.  
Jason Lammers 01.10.07 

wSuperior Physics 9m 17 BÜ 
May raise a few eyebrows. A warm up of sorts. The short slab bolted on lead on the very left 
side of cave. Climbable in all weather.  
Stephen Hawkshaw  

eProject 20m  BÜ 
Start on Rope ladder. From big crack step left and up steep face. Traverse left towards cave 
lip to anchors. You can continue to the top of the cliff via three more bolts if your keen.  
Dave Pryor  

The next four routes start off the rope ladder and have a common 3 bolt start.  

rHollow Men 25m 24 BÜ☺☺ 
Starts as for SS past the first 4 bolts to break. Traverse left along break then head diagonally 
left to gain mega orange head wall.  
Dave Pryor 09.08.08 

tProject 25m BÜ 
Starts as for SS past the first 4 bolts to break. Traverse left along break then head straight 
up through bulges and scoops to anchors just under black rock. 
Jason Lammers  
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yShape Shifter 20m 25 BÜ☺☺☺ 
A expatriate Victarctican originally checked this line out. He had the vision but not the 
commitment and left the bolting for ‘an enthusiasts’. Start up the rope ladder about 5m left 
of big crack. Mantle onto ledge stance then head straight up steeply through first roof to wall 
then battle body tension through second roof to scoop and anchors on right (so they stay dry 
in rain) just under big cave.  
Stephen Hawkshaw 05.12.07 

uProject 20m  BÜ 
Another one starting from the ladder. Start as for first three bolts on SS then head right after 
roof to ledge. Continue straight up the steep face to slight prow and up to anchors  
Stephen Hawkshaw  

iLunasphere 20m 22 BÜ 
A great looking line marred by loose rock in the first 2m. Steep climbing with rests. Start 
under obvious overhanging seam. Batman up to first bolt then reach up and clip into the 
second bolt. Pull onto the holds to the left of the seam and head up steep crack. Head right 
then up to ledge. Head straight out above ledge then follow the line to the right to another 
rest. Blast the final overhung wall to anchors on the lip. 6FH’s and 3 rings.  
Stephen Hawkshaw 05.08.07  

oHowling at the Moon 18m 21 BÜ☺☺ 
Start at right side of cave at small flake and rock cairn. Use rock cairn to gain ledge then 
head up through steep scooped wall to rest. Blast out the horizontal rooflet to gain the final 
pocketed headwall. Keeps going all the way.  
Jason Lammers 04.08.07 

 
Nubigena wall (Born of a Cloud Wall) 
Located 50m Right (facing out) of access gully past big cave. The area around Latin Whispers is 
great for an early morning warm up on a cool day as the ledge gets early morning sun.  

 
Routes are described Left to Right facing wall. 
qFormica 12m 14 "Ü 
Follow right leaning crack up left side of slab ending at anchors as for last two climbs.  
Vanessa Wills 04.07 

wLoose Change 12m 13  BÜ 
Start up left side of slab. Straight up slab to lower off. 
Kevin Van Tilburg 04.07 

eSidewinder 12m 13  BÜ 
As for LS. Step right at first bolt and up to common anchors.  
Rod Wills 03.06.07 

rLatin Whispers 12m 18 BÜ☺ 
Start 3m left of crack. Straight up wall past pockets and pebbles.  
Rod Wills 06.07 

tThe Fist 12m 16 "Û 
Climb crack in middle of the wall.  
Vanessa Wills 04.07 
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ySurvivalism 12m 17 BÜ☺ 
Start 1m right of crack. Tend right to some great face climbing and up to flake.  
Rod Wills 07.07 

uThe Sword 12m 16 "Û 
Climb the crack in middle of face. 
Vanessa Wills 04.07 

iTom Tom 12m 18  BÜ 
Climb through weakness and right side of cave over bulge to the top.  
Kevin Van Tilburg 04.07 

oThe Perfect Storm 12m 20  BÜ☺ 
Good climbing straight up through three bulges and obvious seam in middle of the wall.  
Rod Wills 04.07 

aNicks Tricks 12m 19 BÜ 
Up right side of weakness and over bulge.  
Kevin Van Tilburg 04.07 

 
Candy Wall 
From the access gully walk left through the orange cave of cheese and around the corner. 
Candy wall is the black wall on your left on ledge. 
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q Chasing Ghosts 17m 22 BÜ 
Starts on ground level before you reach Candy Wall. Climb short slab and mantle onto ledge. 
Head up through steep scoops to gain blunt arête and up this to anchors on right.   
Stephen Hawkshaw 26.07.08 

wRock and Roll Roger 18m 18 BÜ 
Start as for CG up to ledge. Then take the right side of scoop to gain black wall and up to 
anchors over the top.    
Jason Lammers 16.08.08 

e Project 12m  BÜ 
Up wall left of corner   
Vanessa Wills 

rTriple Figures 12m 24 BÜ☺ 
The short technical arête on the left side of the wall. Great climbing.   
Stephen Hawkshaw 20.04.08 

tCandy 27m 16 BÜ 
Start under the obvious flake. Climb flake then up to ledge and long black head wall. 
Continue up this forever to reach anchors.  
Jason Lammers 04.08.07 

yElektrobank 12m 18 BÜ 
Start at short seem. Head up seem then tend rightward up wall to anchors as for BL 
Jason Lammers 24.07.08 

uBoiled Lolly 12m 16 BÜ 
Start on wall about 2m left of corner. Short face to anchors. 
Rod Wills 04.05.08 

iWide Wet and Slippery 20m 16 BÜ 
Start on wall just left of off width. Head up wall with some bridging and arête climbing. At top 
veer right to last bolt on SHC and finish at same anchor. 
Vanessa Wills 10.11.07 
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Supa Fun Happy  
From the access gully walk left through the orange cave of cheese and around the corner. The 
prominent 30m orange wall will appear in front of you. You can climb here in the rain as this 
wall actually stays dry.  
 

 
 
qsMile High Club 20m 17 BÜ 
This route required more battery power to bolt than the hubble telescope has ever used! 
Start: Just right of the Off width corner. Climb slab past 4 bolts to reach flake. Continue up 
wall past a few arête moves to gain anchors under roof.  There is a decent link up that starts 
up Ectasia for a few bolts then steps left and finishes up SHC and goes at about 20.  
Adrian Child 05.08.07 

wEctasia 28m 23 BÜ 
Start: On left side of wall. Climb wall following bolts to scooped orange wall on right side of 
upper cave and head up to lower off at top of cliff. 
Vanessa Wills April 2007 

eFun Police 30m 23 BÜ☺ 
Start: 5m left of arête in big orange scoops. Climb left side of the scoop then through bulge 
to some sustained climbing. Shake out at the rest then head for the clouds up the scoops to 
anchors at the top of the wall. 11 bolts and a thai style runner! 
Jason Lammers 05.08.07 
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rPura Vida 23m 21 BÜ☺ 
Start as for FP. Up right side of large scoop past 3 bolts then traverse right to gain line of 
scoops just left of arête. Climb these and tend right at top to balancy arête and anchor above 
huge piece of conglomerate.  
Stephen Hawkshaw 05.05.07 

tPure Life 23m 22 BÜ☺ 
Start just right of PV. Traverse right under flake then head up steeply to gain scoops. Climb 
this to join PV at 5th bolt then continue up to anchor.   
Stephen Hawkshaw 16.08.07 

yAsleep in the Light 23m 23 BÜ 
Direct start to PV. Climb Juggy steep arête to a contorting move to gain scoops and up to 
scoops on pura vida. Ruined by one crazy move. Do Pure Life instead.   
Stephen Hawkshaw 28.07.07 

uOpium 25m 22 BÜ 
Start as for Euphoria. Climb euphoria past 2-3 bolts then head left to clip bolts and up to 
overlap. Continue up wall just right of arête to high anchors.  
Jason Lammers 26.08.08 

iEuphoria 18m 22 BÜ☺☺☺ 
Start 6m right of arête. Steep punchy start, to great wall climbing on nice pockets.  
Jason Lammers 21.04.07 

oSupa Fun Happy 20m 23 BÜ☺☺☺ 
Clip Euphoria’s 1st bolt then swing right to gain the orange scoops and a few fridge moves. 
Climb scoops to steeper top section and anchors.  
Stephen Hawkshaw 25.04.07 

aGhost in the Shell 35m 26 BÜ☺☺ 
Start 3m right of Euphoria start. Up through undercut and into groove. Continue up through 
bulge then tend right to the anchor as for CS but don’t stop here. Continue above anchor 
tending right into shallow corner and up to the top of the cliff if you can still hold on.  
Kent Paterson 25.04.08 

sCalifornia Sunshine 25m 23 BÜ☺☺☺ 
Start as for SFH. Climb past 6 bolts to rightward traverse on pockets to gain ledge. Step out 
of roof and up wall tending left to short corner and up to anchors.  
Gavin Murray 21.07.07 

dHappy Day 30m 24 BÜ☺ 
Climb CS to anchor point and continue up past anchors and left to small arête and face up.  
Gavin Murray 28.03.08 

fLivewire 35m 24 BÜ☺☺ 
Start as for SFH. Climb past 6 bolts to rightward traverse as for CS. Keep heading right to 
large break then head up through roof to headwall and all the way to top off cliff. There are 
lower offs near top of cliff or you can top out and use carrots to bring a second up. A 60m 
rope will just get you to the ground but tie a knot. 
Jason Lammers 28.07.07 

gThe Sweet Escape 15m 26 BÜ☺☺☺ 
Start off boulder 5m right of SFH. Thin bouldery start leads to pockets and a technical crux. 
Tend right at last bolt then up to the anchors just under break. The rock on this route is very 
grampiansesque ie fine grained and as solid as sandstone comes.  
Stephen Hawkshaw 28.07.07 

hProject 15m BÜ 

Start off boulder just right of TSE. Up the mega wall past lots of hard moves!  
Stephen Hawkshaw  
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jLaced With Crack 15m 18 "Ü☺☺ 
Start under obvious orange corner crack on right side of wall. This line sucks the smaller 
sized cams and a variety of wires. Layback up the golden corner to a steep finish. There are 
lower offs placed at the obvious stance at the top of the orange corner 
Jason Lammers 05.05.07 
kDrank The Slab 20m 18 BÜ☺☺ 
Start as for LWC. Head up crack then step right onto orange slab. Move up and right to arête 
then up balancy face to ledge and shared anchor. 
Jason Lammers 05.05.07 

lMr Smiley 23m 24 BÜ☺ 
Climb drank the slab to anchors (don’t clip last bolt if you can avoid it to reduce a little rope 
drag). From ledge lean out and clip first bolt just below the big break. Traverse out easily 
then mantle onto break and reach back into overhang. Continue up seam and wall through 
two rooflets. A good airy pumper.  
Stephen Hawkshaw 04.08.07 

;Superman 22m 22 BÜ 
Climb drank the slab to anchors then head up tending right through roof to anchors under 
roof.  
Jason Lammers 15.06.08 

2)Iceline 15m 18 "Ü 
Climb first two bolts on AT then head left and Climb corner crack on trad gear. At top head 
right to finish as for AT.  
Vanessa Wills 03.06.07 

2!Wild Strawberries 25m 20 BÜ☺☺ 
Start as for AT for two bolts. Continue straight up slab to crack. Step left and onto airy 
headwall to anchors as for superman under roof.   
Jason Lammers 07.06.08 

2@Arc Therapy Pitch 1 24m 16 BÜ☺☺ 
Start just right of orange corner on slab. Climb pocketed slab tending right to arête up to 
lower offs then second pitch up the middle of the buttress between the two cracks. (second 
pitch is still project) 
Kevin Van Tilburg 17.02.08 

2#Hazy Days 30m 20 BÜ☺ 
Climb AT Pitch one to anchor then head right. Climb up face just left of the arête. If you are 
lowering off you will need at least a 60m rope.  
Vanessa Wills 03.06.07 

2$Austri Alien 50m 22 "BÜ 
Pitch 1: Austri 30m 22 (18M1 if you pull on the bolt),  bouldery moves past ring bolt (crux) 
then pleasant grade 18 climbing with ample gear to belay at anchors on Pitch 1 arc therapy.  
Pitch 2: Alien 20m 15, Up the R hand corner, needing large cams, step left at top to last bolt 
on Arc therapy pitch 2 -to avoid shrub- and belay on anchors of Arc therapy pitch 2. 
Vanessa Wills 07.06.08 
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Beyond Supa Fun Happy  
 
If you keep walking past Super fun happy you will reach a giant mud stalagmite. Keep walking 
another 50m till a short corner appears in front of you (orange slabs up and left for reference). 
The route below is the obvious crack on the face just past this corner.  
 

qThe Wayne Pierce Experience 10m 18 "Ü 
Climb the obvious crack on buttress to ledge. Rap of tree. Makes a better face climb using the 
edge of the crack with your right hand   
Dave Filan 03.08 

 
White Wall 
This area is about 10minutes walk beyond SFH. You pass quite a lot of rock including a massive 
scooped orange face with no routes yet and over a small creek. The white wall is on the other 
side of a small valley and faces towards SFH. Its rock is very compact similar to la paz wall. 
 

wMr White 15m 23 "Ü☺☺ 
The obvious crack in the middle of the wall is climbed on trad gear to anchors just under roof.  
Jason Lammers 01.11.08 

 
La Sancta Wall 
This area is part of the same cliff line as the other areas but is more easily accessed from a 
different area or you can keep walking past SFH area and follow the cliff for about 20 minutes 
and you will get there. Easiest access is to park at the rock cairn on the fire trail about 500m 
past the muddy area and follow the red and orange tags to the base of the wall.  
 
NOTE: Routes on this wall are described from Right to Left 
qDaves Project 10m  BÜ 

First climb at top of ramp before main wall Project by David Filan. thin face, to slabby finish. 
Dave Filan 

wFlesh Eating Superbug 8m 18 BÜ 
2m left of project. Bouldery thuggish climbing up short face  
Dave Filan 19.05.08 

eSmushy Mushy 10m 16 BÜ 
Last climb far left of upper ledge. Step off ramp onto clean slab. 
Rod Wills 18.05.08 

rShake Hands with Your Feelings 18m 16 BÜ 
First climb on right hand of main wall. Follows two obvious ribs, onto slab 
Rod Wills 18.05.08 

tBig Love 20m 17 BÜ☺ 
2m left of SHWYF Fun slab moves up to punchy finish over bulge. 
Rod Wills 18.05.08 

yA Series of Unfortunate Events 18m 17 BÜ 
2m left of BL. Up slab right of big block. 
Rod Wills 18.05.08 

uDave Project BÜ 
4m left of ASOUE Up detached block onto arête and up. 
Dave Filan 

iThe Very Ordinary Route 18m 18 BÜ 
5m left of Project. Stick clip high first bolt, up past heart shaped cave onto face. 
Dave Filan 18.05.08 
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oShit Happens 18m 19 BÜ 
4m left of TVOR. Straight up featured face. 
Kevin Van Tilburg 18.05.08 

aTerminal 20m 19 BÜ 
2m left of SH. Thin start, through small cave to featured face 
Kevin Van Tilburg 18.05.08 

sTree of Damocles 22m 20 BÜ 
4m left of T. Up faint corner.2m rt of SH.  
Vanessa Wills 18.05.08 

dProject  15m BÜ 
On upper ledge, follow arête tending left at the top. 
Vanessa Wills  
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